
Does Maserati’s latest SUV 
have that Italian style? Tim 
Barnes-Clay takes a drive 
in the Levante to fi nd out

Fiery Ferraris, awesome Alfas, luscious Lamborghinis and muscly Maseratis. 
� ey are all revered – and they are all Italian. But will Maserati’s latest SUV 
water the iconic image of Italian stallions down? 

It’s true, Italian sports car makers are not celebrated for their SUVs, but 
Lamborghini and Alfa Romeo are bringing out high-riding models soon. � erefore, 
Maserati is ahead of the curve with the ushering in of the Levante.

Maserati has decided that we Brits buy diesels by the bucket-load, so an oil-burning 
Levante is what I was given to test for a few days. It is the only engine option available to 
us at the moment, although there is also a Ferrari-derived petrol unit on the continent.

Maserati’s PRs are keen for journalists to try the Levante because, apparently, we 
are infl uencers – and the Italian fi rm wants us to tell the world that an SUV from an 
illustrious manufacturer is not weird. And you know what? Maserati has a point. 
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Let’s face it, Jaguar’s SUV, the F-PACE, has gone down brilliantly 
here – and Jag and Maserati are not so far apart when it comes to luxury 
motoring. I’ve driven the F-PACE – and liked it – but I like the Levante 
even more. Let me tell you why.

Gun the engine and the Milanese motor’s diesel lump doesn’t sound like 
a beast, but press the accelerator and that all changes. � e Levante’s large 
19-inch alloy wheels dig into the bitumen and send you to 62mph in 6.9 
seconds – then on to a top speed of 143mph. Around town, things are less 
intense, and the ride, although twitchy on patchy urban tarmac, is never 
uncomfortable.

� e open road is where the Levante really comes into its own. It is a top 
motorway cruiser, masticating through the miles manically, yet eff ortlessly. 
� e lavish Levante stays planted at 70mph and the turbo diesel pulls like 
a freight train from low revs. � e car’s high-speed ride is also refi ned, and 
any changes in the road surface are soaked up by the Maserati’s excellent 
suspension system. It is a beautiful machine to spend a lot of time 
commuting long distances in.

But the best fun to be had is on circuitous rural roads. � e Levante shows 
it is indeed a true Maserati when cornering, with no lean and a willingness 
to grip. Despite its bulk, it remains as agile as a cat – and its hydraulic 
steering delivers real feel, too.

Sending clout to the wheels is an eight-speed automatic transmission. 
It doesn’t fi nd the gears as quickly as the steering wheel paddles, but keep 
the Levante in auto and it will blend cog changes without you realising.

Being an oil-burner, the Maserati Levante won’t cost the earth to run. 
� e offi  cial combined fuel economy is 39.2mpg, and the emissions of CO2 
are 189g/km. To put it in perspective, the Levante with the Ferrari V6 
petrol lump gives off  253g/km – so that will be far costlier to run when it 
eventually makes its way to the UK.

For all its performance, prestige and effi  ciency, the Maserati Levante is a 
very practical car. With bountiful room for front and rear occupants, and 
580-litres of load space in the boot, you need to keep this on your ‘large 
luxury SUV’ shopping list.
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